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Abstract
Muslim communities have always been connected, to the Mosque- masjid as called in ArabicThe masjid wasn’t limited to being a place of worship, or performing rituals, or as just a social
and political aspect of the Muslim community, but instead acted as a sign of belonging and
identity. Along the history of Islam, Mosque has been the most essential building within any
Muslim community / state that started or settled within any part of the world.
Mosque continued to be a center of many Muslims' activities in addition to being the house of
God and the most sacred place for Allah worship that incorporated many functions in addition
to worship, as well as exceptionally hosting social events: funerals, condolences or marriages
and some other political events like revolutions, & wars.
This study analyses the role that Mosque plays - contemporarily - as a public space at the city
level, and how it had a significant role in the lives of Muslims nowadays, not only as a religious
building for performing worship but also as a building that serves many other functions related
to people lives.
Theoretical concepts and examination of some selected case studies regionally and locally have
been analyzed and discussed, dealing with mosques as public spaces that play a fundamental
role in the lives of Muslims.
The study concludes and recommends some issues that should be considered by different means
while dealing with new mosques design, or by developing some cases of current mosques.
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Research problem
Dealing with Architecture of the Mosque in some cases in isolation from the urban fabric of the
city and the surroundings, limits the role of the mosque to worship only.
The contemporary mosque design is becoming more as closed building rather than an urban
center and a public space serving people in many aspects of their life.
Research Hypothesis
Weaving the Mosque in the urban fabric of the city, as a significant public space on the city
level, would reveal the critical role of the Mosque rather than only a worship building.
While considering this aspect, an integrated approach should be followed while planning for or
designing a collective mosque.
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Research Aim
The main aim of this research is to shed light on the idea that the Mosque cannot be considered
as a separate building only, but should be thought about as an urban center of various functions
that extend beyond the worship of Muslims maintaining many other functions, on social,
commercial , educational and political levels.
The primary purpose is to give more attention to the importance of developing the mosque
surroundings, either from the beginning during the design stage(s), or for the current
situation(s), as an integral part of the Mosque Design and planning Process(es).
Research Methodology:
Theoretical Approach:
Reviewing theoretical backgrounds, concerning the mosque role in Islamic city, then
identifying the impact of the Mosque on city planning, and its importance, and discuss the
Mosque as an urban space on the city level.
Analytical Approach:
Analyzing Case studies of mosques as public spaces, and some other design projects that
approached the mosque design as urban centers, rather than religious buildings.
Research importance
Developing the Mosque's current design pedagogies towards being a public space, recalling
back its role as a community center by providing suitable spaces to get these functions
performed.

Introduction
Contemporary urbanism in Arab cities - Over the past decades-has witnessed a significant
transformation(s) being influenced by many factors, globalization, ideologies, people, an influx
of money, ideas, and western developmental models. Based on that, most of the developmental
visions of Arabic cities have shifted from local to imported international models, in what can
be called westernization, thus generating new paradigms of contemporary Arab urbanism,
strongly impacting on public places in particular, among them was the Mosque, which acted for
a very long time as the core public space of the Islamic city.

The Mosque
Mosque, named in Arabic masjid or jāmi, any house or open area of worship in Islam. The
Arabic word masjid means "place of prostration" to God(Medina et al. n.d). Basically, there are
two types of mosques: the masjid jāmi, in Arabic, or the "collective mosque," a large statecontrolled Mosque that is the center of community worship and the site of Friday and feast
prayers, besides the main religious occasions, and the smaller mosques called the masjid in
Arabic, which is usually built and operated by the community, and used for five daily PrayersExcluding Friday Prayer. Our study will focus on the first type, Al Jami' or collective Mosque.
(Mosque, 2019). The word Mosque will be used through the research.
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Historical overview
First model as a reference
The first mosques were based on the very first place of worship of the Prophet Muhammad
(PBUH)—the courtyard of his house in Medina— and were merely plots of land designated as
holy, later called the Nabawi Mosque. Although the Mosque, as such, has undergone many
architectural changes, the building remains essentially an open space, usually roofed, containing
mi-harab and minbar. (Medina et al., n.d.)(PBUH) as soon as he arrived on his emigration from
the city of Mecca to Medina, and his companions completed the Mosque.
The importance of the Mosque in Islam
Sir William Muir wrote in his book "The Life of Muhammad": "Though coarse in content and
negligible in scale, the Mosque of Muhammad (Al-Nabawi Mosque) is glorified in the history
of Islam. Here the Prophet and his Companions spent most of their time; here, the regular
service, with its often-recurring prayers, was first made public, and here the great congregation
gathered every one of them. (Muir, 1894).
Here the Prophet prepared his victories; here, he
received ambassadors from the defeated and
contrite tribes, and from there, he issued edicts
which struck fear among the rebellious in the
very outskirts of the peninsula. Hard by, in the
apartment of Aisha (one of the Prophet 's wives),
he breathed his last, and there, beside his first
two successors, he lies buried.
Figure 1 a model showing how the very early Al
Nabawi
Mosque, attached to the house of Prophet
" A mosque, therefore, not only serves the
Muhammad (PBUH). Source: madainproject.com
purpose of offering prayers (Salawat) and
remembrance of God (Zikr), but also many other
purposes.
As to preserve its Essential entity contexts that
the article sought to approach can be
summarized in the following: formative context,
recreational context, domestic context, security
context, ritual context, and directional context,
as these contexts are complementary and related
with each other, and that what makes it worthy
Figure 2 Al Nabawi Mosque size now is almost the
of being called an organization (2016مهنديس.).
same area of Medina on the early arrival of
Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) to it. Source:
The Mosque in Islam beyond spirituality.
madainproject.com
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Moving from the spiritual/religious values of The Mosque to its functional value, it is a building
in which Muslims worship God. Throughout Islamic history, the Mosque was the center of the
community and towns ( https://newmuslimtube.com/iwent-to-a-mosque-look-what-i-saw/)
cities
and
villages,
formed
around
this
pivotal
building. Nowadays, especially in Muslim countries
mosques(not all are collective) are found on nearly
every street corner, making it a simple matter for
Muslims to attend the five daily prayers,
(https://www.islamreligion.com/articles/2748/whatis-mosque/ )in some cases, while in other cases
Mosques are located in specific parts of the city that
acts as an urban/service spot that provides religious,
commercial and social services, but sometimes FIGURE 3 THE BASIC DESIGN OF THE MOSQUE,
WHERE THE OPEN PUBLIC SPACE CALLED THE
providing further medical centers even for nonSAHN IS AN INTEGRAL COMPONENT OF ITS
Muslims, in addition to educational & learning DESIGN. SOURCE: WWW.FACTSANDDETAILS.COM
services.

The Mosque as a model of early mixed-use buildings
Beginning with Prophet Muhammad's own house, mosques were used for many public
functions— military, political, social, and educational. Schools and libraries were often linked
to medieval mosques (e.g., al - Azhar Mosque in Cairo 1, followed by many similar cases). Until
the introduction of secular law in many Islamic countries in modern times, the Mosque also
functioned as a court of justice. While many of the social, educational, and political functions
of the Mosque have been taken over by other institutions in modern times, it remains a center
of considerable influence. In some cases, the Kottab (elementary school) is attached to a
mosque, mainly for teaching the Qur'an, and the informal classes in law and doctrine are given
to the people of the surrounding neighborhood.

FIGURE 4 CHARLES NICOLAS AND JOSEPH VARIN’S 1791 ENGRAVING, KA’BAT ALLAH ALEULIYA ‘THE
SUPREME KA’ABA OF ALLAH. NOT ONLY FUNCTIONS AS A PRAYER SPACE BUT ALSO SERVES AS AN EXTENSION
TO THE SOCIAL FABRIC OF THE CITY’ SOURCE:WWW.ARCHITECTURAL-REVIEW.COM.
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The Mosque as a meeting place
Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) considered frequent visits to the Mosque stressful. Abu Hurairah,
a companion of the Prophet, reports that the Prophet said: "For those who go to the Mosque
morning or evening, Allah prepares entertainment in Paradise every time they go, morning or
evening." (Bukhari & Muslim) "Whoever makes his ablutions at home and then goes to one of
the houses of Allah to fulfill the duty imposed upon him by Allah, is one step of his stepping
away from sin. According to another saying, the Prophet said," The best part of the city in the
eyes of God is its mosques. "Thus, a mosque becomes a meeting place for Muslims five times
a day. Consider each other and may discuss any matter that may affect or interest them, before
or after the services. All the Islamic services, the five daily prayers, the Friday noon service,
the festivals, and the pilgrimage to the house of Allah are organized in such a way as to ensure
the cooperation of all sections of the Muslim society. (The Mosque, being the focal point of all
this, plays a large part in the general life of the city as the main meeting point or, in other words,
the most important" Public Space.

The Mosque as a place for rest
The Mosque is used as a resting place. The
worshipers come to the Mosque, conduct
ablution, and rest during the noon heat in
hot countries (most of the Arab Islamic
countries), before or after the prayers.
Often, they spend the night if they happen
to be strangers in the city and they do not
have any other lodging. Those who pass
through the villages usually return to the
village mosque for their night stay on the
road. The mosques have a bathroom and
toilet facilities. When the time comes for a
meal, one of the locals(Importance of a FIGURE 5 AL-AZHAR MOSQUE IN CAIRO, AN EXAMPLE OF
MIXED-USE PUBLIC SPACE, THAT INCORPORATED MANY
Mosque | Baitun Nur Mosque, 2014), takes
FUNCTIONS BESIDE WORSHIP. SOURCE:
WWW.WORLDHERITAGESITE.ORG
the stranger home for a meal, as hospitality
is always considered necessary in the
Muslim world.

The Mosque as a source of water supply
After reaching a mosque, the worshipers purify themselves with water, i.e., they perform
ablution. Therefore, some sort of water supply is essential in every Mosque. For centuries the
mosque wells were the only source of water supply for the towns. Even today, in villages where
there is no other water supply system(s), people converge to the Mosque with their earthenware
to draw water from the Mosque well, dug either in the courtyard of the Mosque or near its
entrance.
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The Mosque as a place of learning
Today mosques continue to be used as schools
where Muslim children are taught reading,
writing, and the recitation of the Holy Quran. In
large towns, however, separate school buildings
are found either attached to the Mosque or near
the Mosque. For older students, colleges for the
particular study of religion, called Madrassas, are
built alongside the Mosque, where the imam and
other religious teachers impart religious
instructions for full-time students. These
institutions often contain an extensive collection Figure 6 Sultan Hassan Madrasa (and Mosque)
in Cairo, Egypt, is an example of the Mosque as
of religious books, for the use of students and the a place basically Built for learning in addition to
being a worship place. Source:2010, Abdel
public. Al Azhar University, which is a famous
Salam.
educational institution in the middle east even
today, is attached to Al Azhar mosque in Cairo,
Egypt, where students from far and wide follow the course in religion, Shariah (Islamic Law)
and Fiqh (Jurisprudence), and highly qualified teachers and scribes are appointed for the
purpose.

The Mosque as a place for social gatherings
Mosques were and still used for social gatherings, like courts of law, funeral prayers, wedding
ceremonies, and other religious ceremonies and gatherings. That prolonged from the early
models of mosques till the current contemporary models, considering that some functions
moved to separate buildings like the courts of law, for example, yet still, mosques are acting as
gathering places for Muslims, before and after prayers, and even happened during some political
movements.

The Mosque as a Public Space in the City and the Community
In a well-established scholarship, Islam has long been a predominantly urban phenomenon.
Given this, and under the assumption of significant recent/contemporary developments such as
the Iranian revolution or, more broadly, the emergence of political Islam, there is now growing
concern about understanding the Mosque, a crucial Islamic religious institution, both in its
overall historical setting and its contemporary place and positioning in urban landscapes.
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The Mosque in Life
In theory, the characteristics of public space–
and occasionally of contestation, sometimes
tense, public space – appear to have been
features of the Mosque in both' modern' and'
medieval' times. Examples of this can be found
in many of the existing documents relating to
the different parts of the Islamic world, both in
historical periods and in the present.
EOLBREAK Emerging trends in modern Figure 7 the sacred Mosque (Haram) of Mecca is
the most important public space for Muslims
scholarships propose a comprehensive
hosting thousands/millions of people, especially
reassessment of the Mosque along the following during the Haj Time. source:www.architecturalreview.com.
lines. (Ahmed, 2018):
The Mosque – Transformations.
It could be noticed that after Prophet Muhammad(PBUH), major transformations happened,
where elements like the domes and minarets were added to the architecture of the Mosque, The
Mosque's peaceful horizontal form transformed into a vertical shape as a symbol of authority,
(Alsammarae, 2019), the simplicity of the mosque design was changed to a great extent.

The Mosque now
The Islamic city planning was based on the Mosque as the core of the city, and this concept was
currently changed. Many functions and with the complexity of modern life, and an increase of
populations have been performed in their buildings rather than the Mosque, like the house of
court, the schools, etc. Although the Mosque currently is not the core of the modern Islamic city
planning, it is still a significant area of the Islamic city, including many functions that are related
to the public.

Contemporary Mosques
It is noticed clearly that there is a considerable limitation in the role and function(s) of mosques
nowadays, comparing that to the remarkable role(s) that mosques have played throughout
history, the Majority of mosques of today( Mosque & Collective Mosque), are primarily
functioning as places of worship, with some occasional educational activities that take place.
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Comparing that to the past, the social and administrative roles of the mosques have been clearly
limited(Abdel-Hady, 2010).

Case studies from some Islamic countries
The following are some case studies of mosques from some Islamic countries, that experienced
the Mosque as a public space and an urban center, acting and adding to the community various
functions in addition to its basic religious one as a worship place, in a way that is recalling the
Mosque as a public space or an urban center, with its architecture and urban design that weaves
the Mosque in the urban fabric.

New Abu Dhabi mosque
Location: in Al Dana North, within the Al Raha beach development in the UAE emirate of Abu
Dhabi.
Size: built up area of 2,200m2.
Al Dana mosque is meant to serve both as a (Friday) mosque and an urban public space at the
same time in addition to being a landmark mosque for the surrounding community.
The Main objectives was to create an uplifting, spiritual space that caters to the practical needs
of the worshippers, as well as addressing the character of the district.

Urban Analogy
The Mosque’s plot is placed on a public seaside promenade facing the marina, allowing for a
context-inspired design that maintains harmony with its immediate surrounding.
Al Dana Mosque is meant to serve as
both a religious space as well as a
public space, with the plaza, inspired
by a traditional sahan, serving as the
urban connector.,
The project is read as a landscape
intervention that connects the two
levels of the site and “eases people’s
movement, connecting them to the
promenade and sea.
FIGURE 8 THE LEANING DOMES OF THE STRUCTURE ARE MEANT
TO EVOKE SHIFTING SAND DUNES..SOURCE X-ARCHITECTS
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The leaning domes of the structure are meant to evoke shifting sand dunes.
The Mosque transforms into a
lantern at night, as the light from the
interior emits outward, and during
the day, the high oculus brings
daylight into the space, which are
spotlighted across the interior’s
floor depending on the time of the
day, forming a spiritual connection
between the “earthy interior and the
heavenly skies”.

FIGURE 9 SITE PLAN OF AL DANA MOSQUE.SOURCE:
WWW.MIDDLEEASTARCHITECT.COM

Architecture Analogy
Reimagined traditional mosque components and investigated geometry and architectural
language from a new perspective that reflects the intellect, aspiration and vision of the UAE.
Designed to emphasize energy-saving, elements like oculi, wall perforations and natural light
filtration assure the building aligns with sustainability measures.
Multi-faceted in nature and corresponds to numerous factors and considerations – all of which
interact to create a mosque that is rooted in its culture and context.”

The Nora Mosque and Community Center
Location: Ajman, UAE.
Size: The project spans an area of 10,000 m2.
it captures both the spiritual and environmental context of Ajman's principal site. It is located
north of Dubai, near a massive high rise residence block. However, it creates its unique
ambiance and spatial setting with a composition of shell-like platforms that spring from the
earth. ( https://www.middleeastarchitect.com/insight/emre-arolat-architecture-unveils-theconcept-for-nora-mosque-and-community-centre-in-ajman)

Urban Analogy
In the project site, which is surrounded by roads on all sides, an internal street was formed to
connect the north-south roads, which also enables the prevailing wind from the same direction
to permeate the complex and can be read as the central vertebra of access.
A significant requirement was that this street help alleviates the effects of the burning sun and
form a calm canyon environment, presenting an extensive spatial experience to the user with its
dramatic and alternate perspectives while connecting the various functions contained within the
building complex.
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FIGURE 11 LAYOUT OF NORA
MOSQUE.SOURCE:WWW.ARCHDAILY.COM

Figure 10 Nora mosque accessible to the
community. source:www.archdaily.com

The mass composition transforms the shell-like platforms into walkable surfaces, by merging
the conventional roles of the essential structural elements with one another, turning the walls to
a roof, and the roofs into pedestrian pathways. Raising slowly from Sheikh Rashid Bin Humeed
Road on the north, one of the main arteries of the city, the sloped surface is partially landscaped
to provide shaded areas leading the user to the highest level of the building. The top-level is
planned as a meditation terrace with its sea view to the north.

Figure 14 Nora mosque roof acting as a public plaza. Integrated with the surroundings.
source:www.archdaily.com

The Nora Mosque architecture
The multi-use complex, serving 2,500 people, several halls for various social and educational
activities, recreational and service areas, and a semi-closed parking area, was designed to form
a significant public space for the city's residents.
This focused on creating a place of honor and remembrance through the creation of not only a
respectful house of worship but also a place where reflective reflection could be felt, both inside
and outside the newly created structure. Instead of competing with the heterogeneous building
stock in the vicinity or with the severe impact of the gigantic wall created by the high - rise
residential blocks in the north, the complex was built with an approach that generates its unique
environment, a structure of shell-like platforms derived from the earth below.
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Khartoum Grand Mosque
Location: Khartoum, Sudan.
In the very crowded capital of Sudan, Khartoum, stands its grand mosque, the Khartoum Grand
mosque is one of the cery clear examples of the mosques that acts as a public space, due to its
location, in addition to the facilities and services been provided in its surroundings.

Figure 15 The Grand Mosque of Khartoum.Source: Www.Dabangasudan. Org

Khartoum Grand Mosque Plaza Competition
In 2007, an architectural competition was launched to develop the Khartoum Grand Mosque
surroundings, to be more friendly, add landscape, and public plazas , the author in collaboration
with a local consultant from Sudan, participated in the competition, and suggested an urban
development plan, that joins all the surrounding areas, and add some servies, in addition to
provision of parking areas all around the suggested plaza, after defining some entry points that
are capable of hosting the big number of users, in addition to adding many green areas, and
creating many recreational spaces that have their own access points, in addition to the provision
of many shaded areas, and a walking track that is surrounding the suggested plaza, with no
intersection with any traffic circulations.
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FIGURE 12 KHARTOUM GRAND MOSQUE PLAZA COMPETITION – AUTHOR PROPOSAL. SOURCE:AUTHOR.

Contemporary Mosques in Egypt
As previously mentioned, Islamic city planning was based on the Mosque as the core of the
city, and this happened in Egypt as well as many other places around the world, this concept
was changed in the current situation in many Islamic countries and states. In Egypt, and with
the founding of Ismaili Cairo in the 18th century, this concept was no more applied, the Planning
of Paris influenced the planners more, the following developments were more of eastern
features like Heliopolis, Maadi, garden city, and even in the new developments in Mohandesin
and Nasr city, the Mosque wasn’t the core. It was an important building but wasn’t the base of
the city development plan, the same continued in the cities of the modern generations till the
new Cairo, 6th of October, etc.
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Case studies of some contemporary Mosques in Egypt acting as Public spaces
Some case studies where selected in Egypt that represent the Mosque as a significant public
space, not only a worship building, size, and location where considered, also having some
urban-architectural problems that were explored, with some introduced suggestions that can
make them better serving as community centers and public spaces.

Mostafa Mahmoud Mosque, Mohandesin, Giza
Built in 1979 by Dr Mostafa Mahmoud (1921-2009),
Location: Mohandesin, Giza, Egypt.
The Plot area is About 3000 m2.

Urban analogy
• Located on a very vibrant avenue – Gameat El
Dewal Al Arabia. In the crowded district of
Mohandesin.
• The Mosque is the most famous in its
surroundings, surrounded by Residential
Buildings, Embassies, Banks, Commercial
Buildings.
• There is an open area in front of it, but not
acting as a plaza, but more of a parking area
been penetrated by a service road, and
sometimes street vendors, after Fridays
Prayers.

Architecture analogy

FIGURE 13 LAYOUT OF MOSTAFA MAHMOUD
MOSQUE.SOURCE:GOOGLE MAPS,2020.

• The Mosque is hosting many community services besides worship, including social, medical
functions, considering its central location.
• The Mosque Administration Built a Covered Area of Light Steel Structure, acting as an
extended shaded area for Prayers Especially for Fridays, and Other Social or Religious
Events.
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Current problems facing the Mosque as a public space:

FIGURE 18 AREA FACING MOSTAFA MAHMMOUD MOSQUE MOSQUE. SOURCE:
HTTPS://AR.WIKIPEDIA.ORG/.

• Traffic congestions along the day, and more condensed when funerals are taking place, and
on Fridays where volatile markets are existing.
• Steel constructions used as shaded areas, which are distracting the image of the Mosque.

Suggestion to make it a better public space:
• Re-planning, the area around the Mosque,
would make it a friendlier, traffic-free, and
safer public space that could serve its
community in a better way, putting in
consideration also that an underground
metro station will be shortly opened closer
to it.
• Depending on green elements in creating
shadows, instead of the current shading
structures.
• Managing the street vendors and
maintaining a system of waste collection.
• Maintaining a suitable parking area,
whether during the prayer times or during
any social events like funerals or similar
occasions.

Alsedik Mosque
Location: Heliopolis Sheraton, Cairo, Egypt.
Size: The Plot area is About 5000 m2.

FIGURE 14 MANY DISTRACTIONS AROUND THE
MOSQUE.SOURCE:AUTHOR.
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Urban analogy
• It is located on the main Avenue of Heliopolis Sheraton District.
• Residential blocks surround it from three directions.
• Overlooking a vast green area from its main entrance, the Mosque is accessible from all its
sides – except the qibla wall - which makes it easily accessible by the community, where
these entrances are leading to the worship hall, in addition
to the medical, social and educational facilities included in
the mosque premises,
• The Mosque is a landmark in its area.

Current problems facing the Mosque as a public
space:
• One of the main problems of the Mosque is traffic jams,
especially on Fridays or during any funerals, condolences,
etc.
• No parking areas and the Mosque is not connected to the
green area facing its main entrance been penetrated by a
street.
• In addition to random street vendors during Fridays and
sometimes during weekdays.

FIGURE 15 LAYOUT OF AL SEDIK
MOSQUE, HELIOPOLIS SHERATON.
SOURCE: GOOGLE MAPS,2020.

Suggestion to make it a better public space:
• The street passing in front of the main entrance could be quickly closed, thus creating a
pleasant plaza in front of the Mosque that could host temporary commercial activities, in
addition to religious events like Eid prayers, in a more friendly and safer way.
• Underground parking could be constructed, under the green area facing the main entrance,
that can generate income to the Mosque, and absorbs a good number of cars that must park
while using the Mosque.

FIGURE 17 AL SEDIK MOSQUE, HELIOPOLIS
SHERATON.
SOURCE: WWW.MOBTADA.COM.

FIGURE 16 THE PLAZA FACING AL SEDIK MOSQUE,
HELIOPOLIS SHERATON.
SOURCE: WWW.MOBTADA.COM.
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Hassan Sharbatly Mosque – New Cairo
Location: New Cairo, Cairo, Egypt.
Size: The Plot area is About 12000 m2.
Hassan Abbas Sharbatly Charity foundation for social services (Hasfound) built the mosque .
The mosque was built on an area of around 18000 m2, the area of the built-up is 5700 m2. It can
take more than 5000 worshippers. The mosque is surrounded by number of arenas that can be
used on formal Eids prayers. These arenas can take more than 3000 worshippers.

Urban analogy
• Located on the main street dividing residential
blocks.
• the Mosque is sitting on a plot with different
levels allowing for multiple entrances for
functions been hosted in the mosque building.
• An excellent example of being an urban center
for the community.

Architecture analogy
The mosque architecture is characterized by
being simple, modern, with abstracted Islamic Figure 18 Hassan Sharbatly Mosque new Cairo as
an example of an urban center in its location.
elements and Holy Quraan verses engraved on
Source: www.hasfound.org
walls, with stone cladding walls, with a central
dome surrounded by four minarets.
The Mosque is mainly characterized by:
• Public plaza on different levels.
• Commercial services (temporary market and
Street Vendors) during Friday Prayers, and this
happens outside the Mosque's premises, with no
control from the mosque management.
• Social services provided, represented in 3 halls,
offering Funerals and Condolences occasions, in
addition to marriage occasions.
• Educational services provided, represented in
offering Quraan classes for children and adults,
besides basic computer skills classes.
• Commercial
• A landmark for the surrounding area, due to its
location, and variety of functions, besides
worship.
Figure 19 Hassan Sharbatly Mosque- New Cairo.
source:google maps 2020.
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Current problems facing the Mosque as a public space:
• No parking areas and cars are parked in the surrounding streets and the adjacent vacant plot
of land.
• Traffic congestions along the day (before-during-after prayers) and more condensed when
funerals, condolences, marriages are taking place.
• Very congested during Fridays, where volatile markets and street vendors are existing, in a
non-organized way.
• The Aarea surrounding the Mosque inside its premises is large yet being on different levels
is making it sometimes non-accessible, especially for the older people, not quipped for
handicapped at all.
• The social (Condolences and marriage) services halls are located in the basement, with no
accessibility to serve people with special needs.
• Steel Fencing is making a psychological barrier between the Mosque and the Users, yet it is
understood to have security measures and precautions. However, making the open areas
around the Mosque accessible would lead to a better role for the Mosque as a public space,
considering the point that Mosque already has a security system that can prevent any
unwanted practices that might occur.

Suggested solutions to make it a better public space:
• The area in front of the Mosque- shown in figcould be used as a plaza hosting various
activities after planting some trees to act as a
naturally shaded area, where a simple
rerouting of the street from the southeast
direction.
• The mosque premises should be opened more,
to make use of the open areas around it as a
community gathering place, especially in the
southwestern part of it that is a bit on the other
FIGURE 20 HASSAN SHARBATLY MOSQUE, A
COMMUNITY CENTER. WWW.HASFOUND.ORG.
side of the main entrance.
• The vacant plot located to the north of the Mosque and owned by the municipality should be
hosting parking facilities in addition to coordinating the temporary commercial services that
occasionally happen, thus solving the traffic and congestion problems.
• Special needs should be considered.

Discussion and conclusions
• The design of spiritual spaces is among the most difficult for architects. While presenting the
usual restraints, like tight budgets, short time frames, and client demands, such projects, when
approached in unconventional ways, can be inundated with religious opposition and public
disagreement. Moreover, in countries where religious conservatism overpowers creative
solutions, designing a spiritual space can often fall short of being an exploratory opportunity
for architects.
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• Along with the Islamic history, the Mosque has been not only a part but also an essential part
of the urban fabric of the city, easily accessed, and visually appreciated, physically and
psychologically connected to its community.
• On the General level, the role of mosques in countries with Muslims majority is getting more
limited regarding its function(s), since these functions are performed in separate
locations/buildings, that are taking the responsibilities of making tasks that used to be
performed within the mosque premises in the past, like education and house of court for
example as mentioned previously. Also, Mosques now have fewer social and welfare roles –
especially in the cities - since there are other bodies responsible for social welfare and other
community organizations that deal with community welfare and social aspects. The same
separation of functions is happening for ministries of health, administration, and so on.
• On the other hand, in non - Muslim countries or Muslim minorities, mosques have specific
and more detailed functions. In some countries, for example, the Mosque plays the role of a
community center and public space where recent research in some non - Muslim countries
has shown that mosques are an essential and necessary component of the Muslim social
network.
• The study examined some case studies from some Islamic world, where the Mosque acts as a
public plaza, or a community center, some of the case studies, the mosque role as a public
space was fulfilled, others are partially fulfilled.
• While analyzing some case studies, in some contemporary attempts, changing the
architectural language of mosques have been reflected, simultaneously happening in different
Muslim countries, illustrating their horizontal expansion rather than vertical, as reflected in
their incorporation of plazas and landscaped areas. Rather than keeping engagement with
visitors of the indoor activity, mosques are beginning to offer a hospitable nondenominational space for respite to local community members.
• In many ways, mosques are now expanding horizontally, providing restored public spaces to
their neighborhoods.
• In his Design of Al Riyadh Great Mosque, Rasem Badran said that dealing with the Mosque
as a part of the fabric was his drive while developing the central concept, the Mosque is on
the way of the people to their work, and is attached to their daily life, and what makes them
addresses the Mosque five time a day is to make it in their daily way(y).
• Adding social, educational, and sometimes medical and commercial services to the mosque
space program gave a high value to the Mosque, moving it from a worship hall to an integral
community center and public space that is serving its community on a broader scale and a
higher level.
• Undoubtedly, Dealing with the Mosque as a building with defined limits is isolating it from
being an integral part of its community, which is unfortunately, happening in many recent
attempts, especially when walls or fences surround the Mosque, and when the Mosque is
closing its premises. We are not talking here of course about the prayer halls, that should be
closed for maintenance and security reasons, yet we are talking about the psychological aspect
of making a barrier between the people and the Mosque as Gods Home as per Islam religion,
where that idea is highly contradicting with the previously mentioned concept of having the
Mosque in the Peoples' way(s).
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• Moreover, with the necessary support and infrastructure, they have a positive impact on the
socialization and integration of Muslims into Western secularized societies. In the context of
immigration, European mosques have more impetus than those in Muslim countries to act as
multifunctional meeting places. In other words, in addition to being places for religious
activities, mosques have developed into centers offering a wide range of cultural and social
activities.
• It was evident in Egypt that mosques design emphasizes more on the building rather than the
surrounding(s), or in other words, it's more clearer that investing more in the mosque building
and architecture rather than dealing with the surrounding areas and open spaces, which are
actually of importance not less than the mosque building in itself and should be integrated
with it, also putting in consideration that these open areas if adequately designed. Climate
conditions were considered will host all the activities accompanying the worship, in addition
to playing the very first role of the Mosque as a vital meeting area of Muslims and a social
hub as well.
• Open areas surrounding the Mosque when considered can host the other activities rather than
worship, like social and commercial activities that happen periodically or temporarily, thus
avoiding any problems that occur on Fridays or some weekdays like random street vendors
and traffic contestations.
• On the governmental level, municipalities must specify a reasonable area close to the Mosque
that could be of multiple use, either as a parking area, or a place for street vendors. It is
preferred to have this area located directly and connected to the Mosque with no isolating
streets, as this will prevent some problems that are sometimes happenings like traffic jams, or
extensive parking, thus blocking the whole area around the Mosque during an event like
Friday prayer, or during some funerals.
• Environmental treatments and green areas are an essential aspect that should be considered,
red whether when creating shaded areas or dealing with the different climate issues.
• Connecting the Mosque with the community is a core value that should be brought back, as
this would increase the social cohesion, which is happening in any public space, so what if
this public space is the home of God, or connected to it.
• Further working on the urban level of the areas and activities surrounding the Mosque will
require a higher level of Architecture design, as the Mosque will be visually perceived from
all directions, not only by considering the functional values supporting the spaces program,
but also esthetic values of a famous building that represents many core values of the Islamic
religion.

Recommendations:
The study suggests a group of recommendations that can contribute to developing and
improving the mosque design, expanding it to deal more with it on urban design level rather
than architectural or building level.
General recommendations:
It is necessary to act with the urban fabric of any site of a mosque in a more integrated way.
Producing a quality design for the Mosque is a crucial issue considering it as a center that
compassionately serves its community.
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Horizontal expansion, whenever possible, increases the opportunities of the Mosque to serve as
a community center and public plaza that is easily accessed and representing a part of the urban
context of the city.
Recommendations for governments:
Governments should take into account that a mosque is not just a building with defined plot
borders, it is an urban center that have an impact on its surrounding, environment, and
community dealing with it in that way will lead to a better performance of the Mosque as a
public space that represents an essential component of the city, especially in the Islamic world.
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